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◉ Videos are informative
◉ Playlists help contain info
◉ If organized well, can find

relevant info
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Finding Relevant Info in a Video is Hard



◉ Videos are informative
◉ Playlists help contain info
◉ If organized well, can find

relevant info

◉ Titles can only give so much info
◉ Lots of info to sift through
◉ No real way to search for related

terms/ideas
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Finding Relevant Info in a Video is Hard



◉ Can get transcripts (Whisper)
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◉ Can get transcripts (Whisper)
◉ Can search through related quotes(BERT/Encoders via transformers)
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Solution: AI



◉ Can get transcripts (Whisper)
◉ Can search through related quotes(BERT/Encoders via transformers)
◉ Can summarize information with generated text (Anthropic’s Claude)
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Solution: AI
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Solution: AI

WIM



Ask pointed questions about a given playlist 
and get back a summary, key points, and 
related timestamps generated via AI! 🤖
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WIM



Ask pointed questions
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summary
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key points
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timestamps
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timestamps
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WIM



Ask pointed questions about a given playlist 
and get back a summary, key points, and 
related timestamps generated via AI! 🤖
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WIM



◉ Transcripts generated via Whisper
◉ https://github.com/MrGeislinger/whisper-extract
◉ Technically can be created with any other tool
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How Does it Work?

https://github.com/MrGeislinger/whisper-extract


◉ Transcripts’ sentences compared via embeddings (BERT)
◉ BERT or other encoding transformer
◉ Selects a subset of sentences from given transcripts
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How Does it Work?



◉ Subset of transcripts’ & user’s question fed to AI (Anthropic’s Claude)
◉ Generated summaries and key points
◉ Model chooses relevant quotes
◉ Quotes cross-checked with subset to provide links w/timestamps
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How Does it Work?



◉ Deployed with more resources 
◉ Currently Streamlit deployment limits RAM to 1GB
◉ Allows more comparisons (more transcripts)
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The Future?



◉ Deployed with more resources 
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◉ Allows more comparisons (more transcripts)

◉ Use vector database (such as Chroma)
◉ Currently local
◉ Vector database will speed up comparisons on a database server
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◉ Fine-tuning of model to create embeddings
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◉ Deployed with more resources 
◉ Currently Streamlit deployment limits RAM to 1GB
◉ Allows more comparisons (more transcripts)

◉ Use vector database (such as Chroma)
◉ Currently local
◉ Vector database will speed up comparisons on a database server

◉ Sentence embeddings treated differently between question and transcripts
◉ Fine-tuning of model to create embeddings

◉ Adjust prompting (always different for different LLMs!)
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The Future?



wim.victorsothervector.com
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Demo Time

WIM

http://wim.victorsothervector.com/

